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The soft documents indicates that you have to visit the link for downloading and afterwards conserve Hit
And Run By Nancy Griffin, Kim Masters You have owned guide to review, you have actually presented this
Hit And Run By Nancy Griffin, Kim Masters It is not difficult as visiting the book shops, is it? After getting
this quick description, ideally you could download and install one as well as start to review Hit And Run By
Nancy Griffin, Kim Masters This book is extremely simple to review every time you have the free time.

Amazon.com Review
If there is a more archetypical tale of Hollywood in the '80s than the buccaneers' adventures of Jon Peters,
Barbra Streisand's former hairdresser, and his business partner Peter Guber, it hasn't been written yet. This
thorough, stylish book recounts the rise of Peters and Guber, who together earned fortunes by schmoozing
their way to the top, seducing gullible investors, and shoving aside the filmmakers who actually turned out
successful films like "Rain Man" and "Batman." The Japanese executives at Sony, in this delightful insider
account, were just the most recent and most hoodwinked in a long line of Peters' and Gubers' dupes.

From Publishers Weekly
This is basically the story of two boys who never grew up, but ended up running Sony-owned Columbia
Pictures into the ground. Peters, whom the Los Angeles Times described as a "seventh-grade dropout and
reform school graduate who began his show-business career as Barbra Steisand's hairdresser-boyfriend-
manager," was a master at self-promotion; only semi-literate but able to count well enough to make it big in
Hollywood. Bostonian Guber earned several academic degrees before "going Hollywood," somehow
managing to indifferently run several studios and make high profits and only a few good films. This book
will leave film fans drooling at charges that Peters hired Heidi Fleiss's prostitutes as gifts and that he either
bedded or assaulted his numerous conquests (Jacqueline Bisset and Lesley Ann Warren, among others).
Guber, the quintessential New Age yuppie, is seen heading off his divorce because it would cost him too
much, and participating in hand-holding group-therapy sessions with business-partner Peters. The business
side of this book is also intriguing, recounting internecine financial twists and turns that finally have a top
Sony executive exclaiming: "Huh! You bankrupt Sony!" Griffin, the West Coast editor of Premiere
magazine, and Masters, a reporter for the Washington Post, present a shocking read that will have readers
gasping at the obscene overindulgence of Hollywood. Photos not seen by PW. Author tour.
Copyright 1996 Reed Business Information, Inc.

From Library Journal
This unauthorized account of Tinseltown madness features the disastrous duo of corporate executives from
Columbia Pictures and their alleged bilking of Sony. With the skill of a slick salesman, narrator Ron
McLarty partially succeeds in palming off the hearsay testimony about Sony's ill-advised Hollywood
venture. McLarty's off-the-cuff manner enhances the tantalizing, juicy gossip served up by authors Griffin
and Masters. The convincing descriptions of the grotesque displays of wealth by the chairmen pitted against
the staggering $3 million loss that Sony swallows will undoubtedly titillate some. However, the shock value
this program packs can't make up for the lack of good journalism. Most libraries can pass on this one.?Mark



P. Tierney, The World Bank, Washington,
Copyright 1996 Reed Business Information, Inc.
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Hit And Run By Nancy Griffin, Kim Masters. Is this your extra time? Exactly what will you do after that?
Having spare or downtime is very fantastic. You could do everything without force. Well, we suppose you to
exempt you couple of time to read this publication Hit And Run By Nancy Griffin, Kim Masters This is a
god publication to accompany you in this spare time. You will not be so difficult to understand something
from this book Hit And Run By Nancy Griffin, Kim Masters A lot more, it will certainly aid you to obtain
much better information and encounter. Also you are having the excellent tasks, reviewing this e-book Hit
And Run By Nancy Griffin, Kim Masters will not include your mind.

As one of the window to open the brand-new globe, this Hit And Run By Nancy Griffin, Kim Masters offers
its remarkable writing from the writer. Published in among the prominent publishers, this book Hit And Run
By Nancy Griffin, Kim Masters becomes one of the most wanted publications recently. Really, guide will
not matter if that Hit And Run By Nancy Griffin, Kim Masters is a best seller or otherwise. Every
publication will certainly constantly offer best sources to get the viewers all finest.

Nevertheless, some individuals will certainly seek for the very best seller publication to check out as the first
recommendation. This is why; this Hit And Run By Nancy Griffin, Kim Masters exists to fulfil your
requirement. Some people like reading this publication Hit And Run By Nancy Griffin, Kim Masters because
of this preferred publication, but some love this because of favourite writer. Or, lots of additionally like
reading this publication Hit And Run By Nancy Griffin, Kim Masters since they actually have to read this
publication. It can be the one that really like reading.
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Hit and Run tells the improbable and often hilarious story of how two Hollywood film packagers went on a
campaign to reinvent themselves as studio executives -- at Sony's expense. Veteran reporters Nancy Griffin
and Kim Masters chronicle the rise of Jon Peters, a former hairdresser, seventh-grade dropout, and juvenile
delinquent, and his soulless soul mate, Peter Guber -- and all the sex, drugs, and fistfights along the way. It is
the story of the ultimate Hollywood con job and the standard by which every subsequent business blunder
has been measured. Hit and Run delivers rock-solid business reporting liberally laced with inside gossip and
outrageous scandal -- plus a new afterword bringing us up to date on the latest fallout from the Guber-Peters
legacy.
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much, and participating in hand-holding group-therapy sessions with business-partner Peters. The business
side of this book is also intriguing, recounting internecine financial twists and turns that finally have a top
Sony executive exclaiming: "Huh! You bankrupt Sony!" Griffin, the West Coast editor of Premiere
magazine, and Masters, a reporter for the Washington Post, present a shocking read that will have readers
gasping at the obscene overindulgence of Hollywood. Photos not seen by PW. Author tour.
Copyright 1996 Reed Business Information, Inc.

From Library Journal
This unauthorized account of Tinseltown madness features the disastrous duo of corporate executives from
Columbia Pictures and their alleged bilking of Sony. With the skill of a slick salesman, narrator Ron
McLarty partially succeeds in palming off the hearsay testimony about Sony's ill-advised Hollywood
venture. McLarty's off-the-cuff manner enhances the tantalizing, juicy gossip served up by authors Griffin
and Masters. The convincing descriptions of the grotesque displays of wealth by the chairmen pitted against
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Most helpful customer reviews

23 of 25 people found the following review helpful.
The funniest non-fiction book you will ever read
By 718 Session
I read this book three years ago and I'm still laughing.
Griffin & Masters have created THE required reading book on everything that is wrong with Hollywood.
They were able to tell the inside stories of multi-million dollar deals and make them understandable. Jon
Peters, a barely literate hairdresser who happened to be friends with Barbara Streisand, and his business
partner Peter Guber schmoozed their way through the 80s and were picked by Sony to run their newly
acquired Columbia/Tri-Star pictures. Billions of dollars in losses later (Last Action Hero, I'll Do Anything)
they got kicked out.
It is really an incredible story. If it was fiction, you'd think it completly impossible to believe, but it is all
true.

8 of 8 people found the following review helpful.
A compelling tale of a great Hollywood tragedy
By A Customer
The authors have done an amazing job of compiling an incredible amount of information and assimilating it
in a well-thought out and informative manner. The story of how Jon Peters and Peter Guber were able to so
completely screw Sony is unbelievable. Yet, Kim Masters and Nancy Griffin boil all the subplots down into
a manageable and compelling story that is completely accessible. It isn't often that a non-fiction book reads
like a novel. An absolute must-read for anyone interested in the film industry.

6 of 6 people found the following review helpful.
As frightening as The Exorcist.
By William E. Hunter
This is one of those must-read Hollywood exposes, along the lines of "The Battle for Brazil" and "Indecent
Exposure". It recounts the truly amazing story of how two small-timers in the business, Peter Gruber and Jon
Peters, somehow rose to the top of the industry and headed Columbia Pictures for Sony...taking them on an
incredible ride of excess and mismanagement. The real villan here though is Sony's seemingly endless series
of bonehead moves during their purchase of Columbia, overpaying billions and putting their trust in two of



the greatest flim-flam artists in Hollywood. Not only do they grossly overpay during the purchase, but they
continue to pay and pay and pay...it really does boggle the mind. It's a ringing examination of the dangers of
multi-culture dealings, and an entertaining, and truly frightening, trip through the Hollywood movie
machine.

See all 30 customer reviews...
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In getting this Hit And Run By Nancy Griffin, Kim Masters, you may not consistently go by strolling or
riding your electric motors to the book stores. Get the queuing, under the rain or warm light, and still hunt for
the unidentified book to be in that book shop. By visiting this web page, you can just search for the Hit And
Run By Nancy Griffin, Kim Masters and also you can find it. So currently, this time is for you to go for the
download web link and acquisition Hit And Run By Nancy Griffin, Kim Masters as your personal soft
documents publication. You could read this book Hit And Run By Nancy Griffin, Kim Masters in soft file
only and wait as your own. So, you don't have to hurriedly put the book Hit And Run By Nancy Griffin, Kim
Masters into your bag everywhere.
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